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StorySD - Episode 141
Parisian Love / Google
Story Breakdown  

Hi, I’m Soraia Ferreira and welcome to StorySD episode number 141. 
Today, we are going to talk about a love story.

Welcome to StorySD!
Helping you use storytelling in your communicaon strategy.
Explore other resources at www.StorySD.com.
And now, here is your host, Dr. Soraia Ferreira, story strategy consultant & trainer.

IIn 2010, Google released the first ad during Super Bowl. 
In this ad, the only thing that you see is the search box on Google being filled by several 
queries but this search is telling a story. 
This is very simple but extremely well done. 
TThe queries that we see during the ad is “study abroad paris france”, “cafes near the louvre”, 
“translate tu es très mignon”, “impress a french girl”, “chocolate shops paris france”, “what 
are truffles”, “who is Truffaut”, “long distance relaonship advice”, “jobs in paris”, “AA120” 
“churches in paris”, and “how to assemble a crib”.
In this search, you have a story. 
In the beginning, you have a man going to Paris and study. 
Then, he fells in love with a girl so he's doing everything and try to impress her. 
TThen, we have the obstacles faced when he needs to go back to his country and he's having 
a long-distance relaonship. 
Then, he goes to Paris and we have the climax of the story which is the wedding and then 
we have the resoluon which is there is a baby on the way.
Go online and make sure to watch this ad.
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Standing on the Shoulder of Giants

The LinkedIn course that I'm going to recommend for this episode is ‘Wring Ad Copy’ by 
Michael Duquet. The key takeaway that I took from this course is how to create effecve 
online ad copy.
Michael suggests that you need to remove markeng fluff. You need to get to the point and 
you need to present the offer and benefits very clearly.
IIn the next episode, I'm going to talk about magic.
Unl then keep moving forward!

Thank you for tuning in to StorySD.
Sign up to the newsleer today and be the first to receive updates, at StorySD.com.


